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  Touch Kiosk 

 
adPOS™ has the ability to turn any touch PC/screen into a Touch Kiosk. adPOS™ will play 
selected advertising until someone touches the screen. The user will then be taken to your 
touch application (which can be local or web-based). Touch Kiosks create a user friendly and 
enjoyable interactive experience for the user.  
 
Essentially, a Touch Kiosk application is a series of pages that the user can navigate through 
to obtain information or interact with. It is designed like a website, and is built using the 
same languages and conventions that a web application uses. Due to this web-based 
structure, a Touch Kiosk application has the ability to be remotely managed and viewed, 
either through a local network or over the Internet. 

 

 
In the following example, an existing Touch Kiosk interface created for a Mitre 10 store will be shown to illustrate what a 
typical system setup would look like. 
 
Most applications would have some form of Home screen where the user can see all of the options available to them. 
Each page would have a button somewhere to return to this Home screen. The blue frame containing the heading along 
the top in the below image is present across the entire system, i.e. on every page. This allows the user to get back to the 
index wherever they may be within the system. 
 

 
Figure 1: Home Screen 

 
Touching any of these options in the menu will take you to a separate page to either navigate further or give you 
information. If the user touches the “Store Guide” button in the above image (Figure 1), they are taken to the following 
page: 

 

 
Figure 2: Store Guide Screen 

 
Touching any of the product types in the menu shows the location of that product type on the animated store map. If the 
system is left on a page such as the image above, then after a period of inactivity (no touching the screen), the system will 
automatically revert back to scheduled advertising, and the current session will be terminated. 



 
 
Example System Structure 
 
Touch kiosks can be stand-alone, or part of a broader adPOS™ system. If part of the adPOS™ system, the touch kiosks can 
be integrated with any other channels you have running. See the below diagram for an example of a comprehensive 
adPOS™ setup including a touch kiosk as part of the structure. Your structure may be any combination of the below items. 
 

 

 
 

 
The single-server system has the capacity to provide up to six different channels per server machine. This can include any 
combination of touch kiosks and/or advertising screens. Common setups usually use between one and four channels.  
 
A wide choice of kiosk designs is available. A wall-mounted kiosk (shown in diagram above) through the use of clever 
design appears compact, however this kiosk is unique in the market place because it allows for the fitting of a variety of 
printers including ticket stock printers and thermal printers. Within the unit there is the latest hi- specification industrial PC 
and an open frame industrial LCD panel fitted to a high quality touch solution. 
 
The Pedestal design (also in diagram above) is a stylish large format kiosk solution. Designed to attract users, the kiosk 
maintains an elegant design in its deployed environment. The premium ultra-high resolution 32 inch display allows for easy 
viewing of pictures and text - from any angle. With the flexibility of either portrait or landscape this kiosk is ideally suited 
for wayfinding, product ordering or any situation which requires you to confidently present your company message. 
 
Touch kiosks can be supplied for internal and external use, and can be fully weather-proof. There is a huge choice of 
shapes, sizes and colours available from manufacturers. Codemaster is a full-service provider of touch kiosk products. 
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